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uçëಮ¥ಾĈೕಸರಸ~Ûೕಸುಪz›ಾತಂ

First

Sixty eighth

Invaluable greatness

Foremost

To understand

Inheritance given by a father

Distributed to us (na: becomes na due to following vowel)
With supreme guidance

Superior milk

Carried with love and gratitude

Every evening (Every day)

Obedience and serving

By whose brilliance

Darkness is shattered

Blooming of the lotus of wisdom
exemplifying, making clear
with benevolent deeds

Mind going against Her wishes
Refuting, removing

Best among those who know the Shastras

Residing in Kashi

Creating peace and friendship

Indeed
Intellect sharp as the tip of a Darbha grass

In dissimilar, different ways

Caused to be sung

Seniors, priests and poor people

The town Satara

The sky with stars
Made inferior
In regular order
Causing wonder
Purified by the dust
Ocean
Particular to this Yuga
Even those like us
Due to lack of spiritual strength
Eighty seven years
Causing satisfaction
The blessings which you gave
Melting with devotion
From children to elders (everyone)

Foremost among disciples

Just as before

Till the end of this Yuga

To those who read
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